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BOMBER GIRL PRIDE TEE 

Large front graphic featuring a retro 
styled pin-up girl.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Distressed print on front; small distressed 
logo print on back; “Since 1901” embroidered at 
back hem; woven patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868809

SUPERIOR TEE
FINAL SEASON 

An Indian Motorcycle® red tee, with a large 
distressed back graphic featuring the 
Indian® Scout® bike. This tee celebrates the 
superior quality of Indian Motorcycle®.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Small distressed logo on front; large 
distressed graphic on back; “Since 1901” embroidered 
at rear hem; woven patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2867591

SLEEVELESS SCRIPT ICON TEE, BLACK 

This comfortable sleeveless all-cotton tee has 
Indian Motorcycle® branding printed on the 
front and back and deep-cut armholes.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Distressed logo print on front & back 

  
S-5XL 2865172

THUNDER STROKE® TEE, GRAY 

This tee celebrates the powerful Thunder 
Stroke® 111 engine, with a large logo at 
the front, and a large Thunder Stroke® 111 
graphic on the back.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Large Thunder Stroke® 111 print on 
front and back & left sleeve; woven patch on 
right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2867593

HEADDRESS LOGO TEE 

This simple tee comes in navy, and 
features the Indian Motorcycle® 
headdress across the front, in light gray.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Large distressed headdress 
print on front; woven patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2867592

LONG SLEEVE BOMBER GIRL PRIDE TEE 

Large back graphic featuring a retro styled 
pin-up girl, and a large Indian Motorcycle® 
logo across the front chest and contrasting 
color sleeves for added style.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Distressed print on front & back; 
“Since 1901” embroidered on back hem; woven 
patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868810

FINAL SEASON

NEW NEW
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MUNRO SPECIAL TEE
FINAL SEASON 

This long sleeved black tee celebrates 
the record breaking achievement of Burt 
Munro with a large back graphic. A small 
logo and pocket are at the front chest. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Distressed print on front & back; 
embroidered “B. Munro” on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868813

UV PROTECT HEADDRESS TEE 

This long sleeve tee uses a bamboo charcoal 
coating to offer UV protection SPF50, along 
with thermal control, dry fast and high wicking 
properties, to keep you cool and dry on those 
summer rides. 

Fabric: 100% polyester
Graphics: Headdress logo on front, icon logo at 
back neck, script logo on both sleeves; thumb 
holes at cuff 

  
S-3XL 2868924

MUNRO 1967 TEE 

This Indian Motorcycle® red tee celebrates 
the record breaking achievement of Burt 
Munro, with a large front graphic featuring 
the Scout® Streamliner. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Large distressed print on front; 
embroidered “B. Munro” on front hem ; woven 
patch on right sleeve 

 
S-3XL 2868812

FINAL SEASON

BONNEVILLE SCRIPT TEE 

This gray marl tee celebrates the record 
breaking achievement of Burt Munro, with 
a large front graphic featuring the Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Large distressed print on front; “B. 
Munro” embroidered at front hem; “Offerings to 
the God of Speed” printed on back hem; woven 
patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868811

FINAL SEASON

UV PROTECT LS TEE
FINAL SEASON 

This long sleeved tee uses a bamboo 
charcoal coating to offer UV protection 
SPF50, along with thermal control, dry fast, 
and high wicking properties, to keep you 
cool and dry on those summer rides.

Fabric: 100% polyester
Graphics: Headdress logo at front chest, icon 
logo at back neck, script logo on both sleeves 

  
S-3XL 2867946

LONG SLEEVE HEADDRESS TEE 

This tee features 2 in 1 sleeves, with a 
contrasting long sleeve under the short 
sleeve for a layered look. The Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress is printed in full 
color across the front. 

Fabric: 100% cotton slub jersey 
Graphics: Large distressed headdress print 
on front; small logo print on back; “Since 
1901” embroidered on back hem; woven 
patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868808

NEW NEW
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NEW

IMC HOODIE 

This pullover hoodie is made in a heavy 
fleece-backed fabric for added warmth. The 
front features the Indian Motorcycle® logo 
in applique, while the back features a large 
embroidered Indian Motorcycle® icon. 

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester fleeceback
Graphics: Embroidered  logo on front & back
Additional Features: Two hand warmer pockets; 
drawstring hood; contrasting stitching 

  
S-3XL 2863697

ICON SCRIPT HOODIE
FINAL SEASON  

This soft, all-cotton hoodie features a winning 
combination of red, black, and ecru, and it has 
handwarmer pockets and a warm drawstring 
hood. There is embroidered Indian Motorcycle® 
branding on the front and back.

Fabric: 100% cotton loopback
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front & back
Additional Features: Two hand warmer pockets 
with snap closure; drawstring hood 

  
S-3XL 2865194

ICON 1/4 ZIP FLEECE 

This black quarter zip fleece is made in a warm 
and soft fleece which retains heat, perfect for 
that added layer on a ride. The fleece also has 
3M® reflective piping at the front, back and 
shoulder seams for extra visibility.

IMC CONTRAST ZIP THRU 

This contrasting zip-thru comes in light 
gray and dark gray marl. It features a large 
applique/embroidery on the back in antique 
white, and a small embroidery at the front 
chest. Branded zip pulls are used, along with 
a leather-look patch at the front hem.

SCOUT® ZIP THRU
FINAL SEASON 

A zip thru for the proud Indian® Scout® 
rider. Sleeve patches and large back 
embroidery feature Scout® and Indian 
Motorcycle® branding.

IMC QUILTED HOODIE
FINAL SEASON 

Keep warm in this quilted hoodie. With 
the body quilted in goose down, and 
contrasting sleeves and hood in a fleece 
backed melange, this hoodie offers all-over 
warmth. An Indian Motorcycle® logo patch 
is at the front chest.

Fabric: Body: 80% polyester, 20% nylon 
Sleeves & Hood: 100% polyester 
Down: 90% goose down, 10% feather, fill power 800
Graphics: Branded patch on chest 

  
S-3XL 2867567 

Fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester sueded fleece
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; 
embroidered and applique logo on back;  
woven patch on left and right sleeves 

  
S-3XL 2867950

Fabric: 100% polyester fleece 
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front & back 

  
S-3XL 2868928

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester loopback
Graphics: Small embroidered logo on chest, large 
embroidered print on back; leather-look patch on 
front hem; embroidered patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2867566

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON FINAL SEASON
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NEW
LOGO SWEAT 

This classic navy sweat features subtle 
Indian Motorcycle® branding across the front 
in navy applique and embroidery. A small 
embroidery is placed at the back neck.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester loopback
Graphics: Large embroidered logo on front; 
embroidery on back neck; “Since 1901” 
embroidery at back hem; leather patch on 
right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2868929

LOGO QTR ZIP KNIT 

This quarter zip knit comes in a dark 
gray marl, and uses Indian Motorcycle® 
branding on the front in black chain 
embroidery, for a subtle look. 

Fabric: 100% cotton knit
Graphics: Large embroidered logo on front; 
“Single 1901” embroidered on back neck; 
leather-look patch on right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2867580

IMC GRAY SWEAT
FINAL SEASON 

This classic dark gray marl sweat features 
subtle Indian Motorcycle® branding across 
the front in dark gray applique and black 
embroidery. A small logo embroidery is 
placed at the back neck, and a leather patch 
is added to the front hem. 

Fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester
Graphics: Large applique logo on front in felt and 
embroidery, small embroidered logo at back neck 

  
S-3XL 2866274

FINAL SEASON
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PLAID GRAY SHIRT
FINAL SEASON 

This plaid shirt provides added warmth 
with its 100% cotton woven fabric. It features 
subtle Indian Motorcycle® branding with a 
small embroidery above the left front chest 
pocket and small leather patches at the left 
front pocket and front hem.

RED BLACK PLAID SHIRT 

This lightweight long sleeve black and red 
shirt features an all over woven plaid, chest 
pocket and a button fastening. The plaid shirt 
is finished with a large embroidered Indian 
Motorcycle® script logo at the back and a 
patch at the front pocket and front hem.

Fabric: 100% cotton
Graphics: Small Indian Motorcycle® logo 
embroidery on front; leather patch on front hem 

  
S-3XL 2866275

Fabric: 100% brushed cotton
Graphics: Leather-look patches at front hem & 
chest pocket; embroidered logo on back 

  
S-3XL 2868931

RED PLAID SHIRT 

This soft plaid shirt features two front 
pockets, embroidered Indian Motorcycle® 
branding at the back neck and a leather-
look patch applied to the front hem. The 
buttons at the front fastening, pockets, and 
cuffs are all branded.

Fabric: 100% cotton plaid
Graphics: Embroidered logo on back and front; 
leather-look patch on front; branded buttons 

  
S-3XL 2868821

NAVY PLAID SHIRT 

This soft plaid shirt features two front pockets, 
embroidered Indian Motorcycle® logo at the 
back neck and a leather-look patch applied to 
the front hem. The buttons at the front fastening, 
pockets, and cuffs are all branded. 

Fabric: 100% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered logo at back neck; 
embroidered and applique logo on back; two 
leather-look patches on front; branded buttons 

  
S-3XL 2867586

NEW

FINAL SEASON

NEW NEW
GRAY BLACK PLAID SHIRT 

This lightweight long sleeve black and 
gray shirt features an all over woven plaid, 
twin chest pockets and a button fastening. 
The plaid shirt is finished with a small 
embroidered “Since 1901” at the back neck, 
chest embroidery, and front hem patch.

Fabric: 100% cotton
Graphics: Leather-look patch at front hem; 
embroidered logo on front 

  
S-3XL 2868932

BLACK PLAID SHIRT 

This heavyweight long sleeve black shirt 
features an all over woven plaid, chest pocket 
and a button fastener closure. The plaid 
shirt features a large embroidered Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress icon logo on the back 
and a patch at the front pocket and front hem.

Fabric: 100% brushed cotton
Graphics: Leather-look patches at front hem & 
chest pocket; embroidered logo on back; “Since 
1901” embroidery at back hem 

  
S-3XL 2868933

NEW
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FINAL SEASON

ICON DENIM SHIRT
FINAL SEASON 

This long sleeved denim shirt has a large 
back print, in navy. The chest pocket and 
the front hem feature branded leather-look 
labels. Branded buttons are used on front 
fastening, and cuffs.

Fabric: 100% cotton indigo denim 
Graphics: Leather-look patches at front hem & 
chest pocket; large distressed print on back; 
branded buttons 

  
S-3XL 2867565

NEW
WASHED TWILL SHIRT 

Washed to create a worn-in look, this 
lightweight twill shirt boasts twin chest 
pockets and a felt and rubber patch at the 
center back, bringing a heritage feel to a 
classic design.

Fabric: 100% cotton twill
Graphics: Leather look patch on front pocket & 
hem; rubber/felt patch on back neck; “Since 1901” 
embroidery at back hem 

  
S-3XL 2868930
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RED BLACK PLAID SHIRT
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CASUAL SHIRT 

Basic black with lots of style points including 
metal buttons on pockets and epaulets on 
this pit shirt.

BOMBER GIRL SHIRT 

A button up shirt in navy and black featuring a 
large retro-style pin up girl print on back. A faux 
leather patch, chest pocket and small logo print 
on front add extra style.

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered Indian Motorcycle® 
logo on front & back 

  
S-5XL 2863698

Fabric: 100% cotton herringbone
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; “Since 
1901” embroidered on sleeve; large bomber 
girl print on back 

  
S-3XL 2868820

SHOP SHIRT, RED 

This shop shirt comes in a lightweight cotton, 
to keep you cool and comfortable. It features 
a large Indian Motorcycle® print at the back, 
and patches on both sleeves. 

Fabric: 100% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; printed 
logo on back; woven patches on sleeves 

  
S-3XL 2867952

SHOP SHIRT, ANTIQUE WHITE 

This shop shirt comes in a lightweight cotton, 
to keep you cool and comfortable. It features 
a large Indian Motorcycle® print at the back, 
and patches on both sleeves. 

Fabric: 100% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; printed 
logo on back; woven patches on sleeves 

  
S-3XL 2867953

COLOR BLOCK SHIRT 

A classic flat collar bowling style shirt with 
color blocking in black, red and antique 
white. This shirt features strong Indian 
Motorcycle® branding, with a large back 
embroidery, two sleeve patches, and a 
small chest embroidery. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered logo on chest; large 
embroidered logo on back; branded patches on 
left & right sleeve 

  
S-3XL 2866157

NEW
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HEADDRESS TANK, PORT
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CUT OUT MESH TANK
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CHIFFON SLEEVE TEE
FINAL SEASON 

A stylish dark gray tee, with contrasting 
chiffon sleeves. The Indian Motorcycle® 
logo is printed across the chest in black.

Fabric: Body: 96% viscose, 4% spandex 
Sleeves: 100% viscose chiffon
Graphics: Large printed logo on front
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867578

LS BLACK CROSSOVER TEE 

A long sleeved stretch tee, with crossover 
detail at the front, and gathered side 
panel for a flattering fit. A small Indian 
Motorcycle® logo is printed in a metallic 
silver at the front hem, and at the back neck 
in silver foil print with rhinestones.

Fabric: 100% rayon
Graphics: Small foil print on front hem, small foil 
print with rhinestones on back
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867955

LACE PANEL TEE 

A soft navy long sleeved tee, with lace 
panelling at the front and back and the Indian 
Motorcycle® logo at the front chest. The 
sleeves have a inner tab and button, for the 
option of rolling up and wearing as 3/4 sleeve.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 46% modal, 4% spandex
Graphics: Front & back yoke panels in lace; small 
chest print
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867568

QUALITY SWEAT, GRAY 

This sweat comes in a light single jersey - 
perfect for layering over tee’s and under 
zip-thrus. It has a heavy vintage wash and a 
shaped hem for a fashionable fit. Silver foil 
print, black glitter print, and rhinestones are 
used on the front print. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Large foil print on front with black glitter 
& rhinestone detail; small logo print on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867957

FRINGE TEE, BLACK
FINAL SEASON 

This black tee has fringe detailing at the 
sleeves, and bronze studs for a touch of 
bling. The Indian Motorcycle® logo is printed 
at the back neck in bronze foil print.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 50% modal
Graphics: Fringe & studs at armholes; foil 
printed logo at back neck
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867577

STUD SHOULDER TEE 

This black tee comes in a cotton/modal mix 
for a flattering fit. The raglan sleeves are 
covered in bronze studs and small logos are 
placed at the front hem and back neck in 
gold foil print.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 50% modal single jersey
Graphics: Stud detail on shoulders; small foil 
print logo on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868800

FINAL SEASONFINAL SEASON
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COLD SHOULDER TEE 

Add a twist to a casual wardrobe with 
this cold shoulder black tee. Made in 
a cotton/modal mix, this style features 
an embroidered Indian Motorcycle® 
headdress logo at the front chest.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 50% modal
Graphics: Large embroidered logo on front; 
“Since 1901” on back neck
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868934

CUT OUT MESH TANK 

This navy sleeveless tank is made in a 
cotton slub jersey with a small metallic 
script logo at the chest. This tank features 
textured panels down the center back 
and shoulder panel which are expertly 
crafted using a die cut out technique.

Fabric: 100% cotton slub jersey
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; 
cut out shoulder and back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868937

FRINGE TANK 

This tank comes in a cotton/modal mix 
for a flattering fit. A simple black Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress is printed across 
the chest. Fringe detailing at the back 
gives this style a cool edge.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 50% modal
Graphics: Large printed logo on front; 
fringe detail on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868799

IMC STUDS TANK 

On this V-neck tank the fabric has been 
garment dyed, which gives an inconsistent 
and faded look adding a vintage feel. Foil 
prints in silver and gold, and metal studs 
are used on the front graphic.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Large foil print with stud detail on 
front; small foil logo print on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868798

SNOW WASH TANK, GRAY 

This relaxed fit sleeveless gray tank is 
made using a snow wash to create a 
‘mottling finish’ resulting in a vintage, 
retro look. The tank features an Indian 
Motorcycle® glitter print across the chest 
and back neck.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Glitter print on front; small glitter 
print on back neck
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868938
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NEW
BLACK HEADDRESS TEE 

This V-neck tee comes in a stretch fabric, and 
is cut for a close fit to the body. A large Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress is printed across the 
front, in a hand painted style.

HEADDRESS MARL TEE 

This scoop neck tee comes in a stretch 
fabric, and is cut for a close fit to the body. 
A large distressed Indian Motorcycle® 
headdress is printed across the front in black. 

Fabric: 95% cotton, 5% spandex stretch single jersey
Graphics: Distressed Indian Motorcycle® logo on front
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867954

Fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane stretch single jersey
Graphics: Large distressed headdress logo on front
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2866283

SEQUIN LOGO TEE 

This long sleeved tee comes in a dark red 
marl and features the Indian Motorcycle® 
logo in sequins and print across the chest. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Sequin & printed logo on front
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868803

HEADDRESS TANK, PORT 

This port color tank comes in a stretch 
fabric and is cut for a close and flattering 
fit to the body. A simple black Indian 
Motorcycle® headdress is printed across 
the chest using a discharge print.

Fabric: 50% cotton, 46% modal, 4% spandex
Graphics: Distressed headdress print on front; 
small script logo on back neck
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868939

ICON TANK, BLACK 

This tank comes in a flattering ribbed fabric 
and a comfortable, relaxed fit. The Indian 
Motorcycle® icon is printed on the front in a 
white water-based print. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% rayon rib
Graphics: Distressed icon print on front
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2866286

LOGO CAMI, BLACK 

This simple black cami is great for layering 
under your favorite tees and sweats. This 
style is cut for a fit close to the body, and 
has printed branding at both the back, and 
the front chest. Straps are adjustable for a 
perfect fit.

Fabric: 95% cotton, 5% spandex
Graphics: Distressed logo on front & back
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867574
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ECRU LOGO V-NECK TEE 

This V-neck tee comes in a stretch fabric, 
and is cut for a close fit to the body. A large 
distressed Indian Motorcycle® logo is printed 
across the front. 

Fabric: 95% cotton, 5% spandex stretch single jersey
Graphics: Distressed Indian Motorcycle® logo on the 
front; patch with graphics on the sleeve
Fit: Close Fit 

  
S-3XL 2863325

FINAL SEASON

SCOOP NECK TEE, PINK
FINAL SEASON 

This scoop neck tee comes in a pink marl, 
with the Indian Motorcycle® logo printed 
across the front in distressed discharge print. 

LOGO HENLEY, PINK
FINAL SEASON 

A pink marl long sleeved tee, with 
contrasting gray marl sleeves. The Indian 
Motorcycle® logo is printed large across the 
back, in antique white discharge print, and 
small on the front chest.

Fabric: 50% polyester, 38% cotton, 12% rayon 
Graphics: Small Indian Motorcycle® logo on chest; 
large logo print on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867559

ICON HENLEY, PURPLE
FINAL SEASON 

A gray marl long sleeved tee, with 
contrasting purple marl sleeves. Branded 
graphics are printed on the back, and 
front chest, with the back print featuring 
purple rhinestones.

Fabric: 50% polyester, 38% cotton, 12% rayon 
Graphics: Small Indian Motorcycle® logo on chest; 
large logo print on back with rhinestones
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867560

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Distressed logo on front
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867590

SILVER SPARKLE TEE 

This light gray tee fabric uses a silver foil 
print, for a subtle all over sparkle. The Indian 
Motorcycle® logo is printed across the chest 
in black glitter print. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% rayon single jersey 
Graphics: Large glitter print logo on front; silver foil 
print speckles across fabric
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867573

3 QTR SLEEVE HENLEY 

This antique white tee features 
contrasting Indian Motorcycle® red 
sleeves with a large back badge 
celebrating Indian Motorcycle® as 
America’s first motorcycle company.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Small logo on chest; large print on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868936

FINAL SEASON FINAL SEASON
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LOGO LACE TANK
FINAL SEASON 

A super-soft tank with lace detail. The Indian 
Motorcycle® logo is printed across the front 
in distressed print.

CONTRAST ICON TEE 

A lightweight red marl tee with contrast 
gray marl sleeves and applied arm stripes 
in antique white. The Indian Motorcycle® 
icon is printed on the back in a white 
water-based print.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Logo print on front & back; antique 
white sleeve stripes
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868940

Fabric: 50% cotton, 46% modal, 4% spandex
Graphics: Large distressed logo print on front; 
lace detail
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 
PURPLE 2867575
MARL 2867576

FINAL SEASONFINAL SEASON

IMC BIKE RAGLAN TEE 

This flattering V-neck tee features a bike 
print across the back in a distressed 
water-based ink to create a retro style.

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey 
Graphics: Small script logo on chest; large 
distressed print on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868941

DIAMANTE ICON TEE 
FINAL SEASON 

This short sleeved, navy slub tee comes 
in a comfortable relaxed fit, and is 
garment dyed which gives an inconsistent 
and faded look adding a vintage feel. The 
graphic features the headdress icon in 
glitter and foil print, and rhinestones for a 
hint of sparkle. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Glitter & foil print with rhinestones 
on front; small foil print logo on back
Fit: Relaxed Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868795
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V-NECK RAGLAN HOODIE
FINAL SEASON 

This pullover hoodie offers a comfortable 
yet feminine fit, with a deep V-neck and 
pink contrasting sleeves and hood. The 
Indian Motorcycle® logo is across the front 
in applique & embroidery. 

LOGO ZIP THRU 

This cozy all cotton zip thru features antique 
white and navy contrasting panels in a knit 
finish. It has hand warmer pockets and 
Indian Motorcycle® branding on the front 
chest and back.

Fabric: 65% cotton, 35% polyester
Graphics: Applique & embroidered Indian 
Motorcycle® logo on front 

  
XS-3XL 2866289

Fabric: 100% cotton knit
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; 
embroidered & applique logo on back
Care: Fold, do not hang 

  
XS-3XL 2865202

CONTRAST ZIP THRU
FINAL SEASON 

Contrasting black and cream-colored panels are 
combined to create a chic, flattering look. There’s 
a full-zip front, handwarmer pockets, and Indian 
Motorcycle® branding on the left front and back.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester fleeceback
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; embroidered 
and applique logo on back
Additional Features: Two zip-closure pockets; 
contrasting two-color stripes across shoulders & 
down the sleeves; snap collar closure 

  
XS-3XL 2865205

COLOR BLOCK SWEAT, PURPLE
FINAL SEASON 

This zip-up hoodie offers a feminine edge with 
contrasting sleeves and hood in purple. A large 
icon is discharge printed across the back, and 
a small logo is embroidered at the front chest. A 
vintage wash gives this sweater a ‘softer’ look. 

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester fleeceback
Graphics: Discharge print on back; embroidered 
logo on chest 

  
XS-3XL 2868806

IMC CONTRAST ZIP THRU 

This classic gray marl zip-thru with contrast 
sleeves features a felt applique logo at the back, 
an embroidered script logo at the front chest 
and a headdress logo patch at the sleeve. This 
zip-thru is made in a soft cotton polyester mix 
and features a stylish collar.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; 
embroidered & applique logo on back; woven 
patch on right sleeve; leather look patch at hem
Additional Features: Branded buttons & zippers 

  
XS-3XL 2868943

LOGO SWEAT 

This classic navy sweat features subtle Indian 
Motorcycle® branding across the front in 
navy applique and embroidery. A small 
embroidery is placed at the back neck.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester loopback
Graphics: Embroidered & applique logo on 
front; embroidered logo on back; “Since 1901” 
on back hem 

  
XS-3XL 2868944

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASONFINAL SEASON
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QUILT STITCH HOODIE 

This red and gray marl fleeceback hoodie 
features diamond shaped topstitching detail 
at the hood and printed fabric stripes on the 
sleeve. An Indian Motorcycle® icon headdress 
logo is embroidered on the back and a small 
logo is embroidered at the front chest.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester
Graphics: Logo embroidery on front & back 

  
XS-3XL 2868942

NEW
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RED PLAID SHIRT 

This red plaid shirt is a wardrobe staple. In a 
soft cotton, the sleeves are adjustable and can 
be worn 3/4 length or full length. The Indian 
Motorcycle® logo is embroidered large across 
the back. This shirt comes in a slim, flattering fit.

Fabric: 100% cotton plaid
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front
Additional Features: Branded buttons; faux 
leather patch on chest pocket
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2868805

ICON SHIRT, BLACK 

In a black stretch cotton, this shirt 
is a wardrobe staple for any Indian 
Motorcycle® fan. 

Fabric: 98% cotton, 2% spandex
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front; 
large woven patch on back
Fit: Close Fit 

  
XS-3XL 2867958

WOMEN’S
CASUALWEAR

3 QTR SLEEVE HENLEY
PAGE 61

COLOR BLOCK SHIRT 

A classic flat collar bowling style shirt. 
With color blocking in black, Indian 
Motorcycle® red and antique white. This shirt 
features strong branding, with a large back 
embroidery, two sleeve patches, and a small 
chest embroidery. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Graphics: Embroidered logo on front & back; 
branded patches on left and right sleeve 

  
XS-3XL 2866156

NEW
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LOGO TEES 2 PACK 

Your little riders can show their Indian 
Motorcycle® pride with this short sleeve 
tee 2 pack. Featuring distinctive Indian 
Motorcycle® branding. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Printed logo on front & back; 
2 pack of navy & white 

  
SIZE:  PART #:
2-3 YEARS/ XS 286886701
3-4 YEARS/ S 286886702
4-5 YEARS/ M 286886703
5-6 YEARS/ L 286886706

SHORT SLEEVE BODYSUIT 3 PACK 

Your little riders can show their Indian 
Motorcycle® pride with this Short Sleeve 
Bodysuit 3 pack. They come in a lightweight 
fabric to keep your little one cool and feature 
distinctive Indian Motorcycle® branding. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Printed logo on front & back; 
3 pack of navy, red & white 

  
SIZE:  PART #:
3-6 MONTHS/ S 286880202
6-12 MONTHS/ M 286880203
12-18 MONTHS/ L 286880206

LONG SLEEVE BODYSUIT 3 PACK 

Your little riders can show their Indian 
Motorcycle® pride with this Long Sleeve 
Bodysuit 3 pack. They provide comfortable 
coverage and feature distinctive Indian 
Motorcycle® branding. 

Fabric: 100% cotton single jersey
Graphics: Printed logo on front & back; 
3 pack of navy, red & white 

  
SIZE:  PART #:
3-6 MONTHS/ S 286880102
6-12 MONTHS/ M 286880103
12-18 MONTHS/ L 286880106

APPAREL FOR
JUNIORS

NEW NEW NEW
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KING BABY® STUDIO JEWELRY RANGE
The Indian® by King Baby® jewelry line has been developed for bikers and motorcycle 
enthusiasts alike. The collection features sterling silver bracelets, pendants, rings, wallet chains, 
money clips, belt buckles, and key rings. King Baby® is world renowned for creating some of the 
most unique, highly-detailed, and most sought after premium jewelry collections. The Indian® 
by King Baby® line is styled with the original aesthetic of Indian Motorcycle® and handcrafted in 
the USA with King Baby® quality and artistry. To order please contact King Baby® directly:
 
Brian Bogosain (brian@kingbaby.com)
KING BABY STUDIO
1621 12th Street   |   Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: 310-828-4438

View the collection at: kingbabystudio.com/collections/indian

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
LICENSED PRODUCTS

KING BABY® STUDIO JEWELRY RANGE
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ADELINE JACKET
PAGE 19
SNOW WASH TANK, GRAY
PAGE 59
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Frame: Lightweight 100% polycarbonate glossy black frame with 
matte temple design
Lens: Gray polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
anti-fog coating, detachable EVA foam eyecup to reduce wind 
and peripheral light for a more comfortable ride.

ONE SIZE 2868846

Frame: Lightweight 100% polycarbonate glossy dark blue frame
Lens: Gray polycarbonate lens 
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
anti-fog coating. 

ONE SIZE 2868847

LEGENDARY SUNGLASSES 

Be bold and legendary with these frames ideal for riding. CE 
certified. Directive 89/686/EEC. Lens Filter Category 3.

Frame: Lightweight 100% polycarbonate glossy black & white patterned frame
Lens: Gray polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter resistant,  
anti-fog coating, non-detachable EVA foam eyecup to reduce wind and 
peripheral light for a more comfortable ride. 

ONE SIZE 2868697

ICON SUNGLASSES 

Ride confident with our yellow lens sunglasses. The color negates 
oncoming headlights and make surroundings appear brighter in dull 
conditions. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC. Lens Filter Category 0. 

SHADOW SUNGLASSES 

Be ride ready with the Shadow Sunglasses. Featuring a 
detachable EVA foam eye cup that is ideal for riding and casual 
use. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC. Lens Filter Category 3.

Frame: Lightweight 100% polycarbonate matte black frame
Lens: Yellow polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
anti-fog coating, non-detachable EVA foam eyecup to reduce 
wind & peripheral light for a more comfortable ride. 

ONE SIZE 2868696

LIFESTYLE SUNGLASSES 

The Lifestyle Sunglasses look great on or off the bike, made 
from lightweight polycarbonate frame and with a shatter 
resistant UVA/UVB lens. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC 
Lens Filter Category 3.

ENTRY SUNGLASSES 

These sunglasses are designed to be worn when riding and 
include an EVA foam eyecup to reduce wind and peripheral 
light. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC Lens Filter Category 3. 
 

SPIRIT SUNGLASSES 

Add a hint of color with these midnight blue framed sunglasses 
with rubber nose protector. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC 
Lens Filter Category 3.

Frame: Lightweight polycarbonate matte black frame
Lens: Brown polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter resistant, 
anti-fog coating. Prescription ready.

ONE SIZE 2863973

Frame: Lightweight TR90 Nylon matte black frame
Lens: Gray polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
anti-fog coating, non-detachable EVA foam eyecup to reduce 
wind & peripheral light for a more comfortable ride. 

ONE SIZE 2863996

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
EYEWEAR

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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SUNGLASSES DISPLAY 

Display your sunglasses with this 
lockable display unit. Made of a 
wooden base and metal structured 
body, it is stable and safe to display 
your sunglasses. Fits up to 6 pairs 
of sunglasses and comes with two 
keys. No sunglasses included. Easy 
to assemble. Size:  8” (20 cm) W x 8” 
(20 cm) D x 24.5” (62 cm) H. 
 
FITS 6 PAIRS 2867468

Frame: Quality lightweight RochFlex glossy black frame
Lens: Photochromic Eclypse polycarbonate lens changes from clear 
to gray in 50 secs. Transition time is 60-90 secs. 
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
anti-fog coating, detachable latex-free PU foam eyecup with sweat 
resistant patented rubber-seal on top of foam. Prescription ready.

ONE SIZE 2864405

Frame: Lightweight TR90 Nylon matte black frame
Lens: Gray polycarbonate lens
Additional features: 100% UVA+UVB protection, shatter-resistant, 
detachable EVA foam eyecup. Prescription ready.

ONE SIZE 2864404

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® EYEWEAR
The Indian Motorcycle® eye-wear range has been developed to look 
great and also perform when riding. All styles are CE certified and 
have lightweight frames and shatter resistant lenses, which also 
include UVA/UVB filters, anti-fog coatings and are scratch resistant.

All styles, with the exception of the Spirit and Lifestyle Sunglasses, 
also include eye-cups that protect against wind and peripheral 
light when riding. The Performance Sunglasses have photo-chromic 
lenses that transition light to dark, depending on the light conditions, 
meaning they can be worn all day.

The Lifestyle, Semi-Pro and Performance sunglasses are also 
prescription ready. 7eye by Panoptx provides repair services and 
prescription lenses at additional cost. Please consult local laws 
regarding overseas made prescription lenses. For quotations, please 
contact 7eye by Panoptx USA at (001) 909-509-8228 or info@7eye.com

PERFORMANCE SUNGLASSES 

The riders choice, the Performance Sunglasses offer a wide 
range of features for your riding needs. From the high quality, 
lightweight Rochflex frame to the quick reacting photochromic 
lens that changes from clear to gray depending on the light.  
The PU foam eye-cup offers superior wind and peripheral 
light protection. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC Lens Filter 
Category 1-3. Impact Resistance Level 2.

SEMI PRO SUNGLASSES 

The Semi Pro sunglasses offer superior performance levels. 
Made from a lightweight and hard wearing nylon frame with a 
polycarbonate lens. CE certified. Directive 89/686/EEC Lens 
Filter Category 3. Impact Resistance Level 2.

NEW
IMC GOGGLE 

This custom Barstow goggle is a stylish and professional 
collaboration with 100%, featuring the custom jacquard logo 
of Indian Motorcycle® on the adjustable strap and etched logo 
on lens. It is equipped with triple-layer face foam providing 
excellent moisture management in the move and the gray 
anti-fog Lexan lens with integrated pins for seamless tear off 
application. The upper vents in signature red force air in and 
channel out moisture to reduce fogging. CE certified. Directive 
89/686/EEC Lens Filter Category 1.

ONE SIZE 2868961

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® EYEWEAR
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GRAY ARMY HAT
Graphics: Embroidered logo 
Features: Adjustable strap with metal clasp 

  
ONE SIZE 2868945

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
HEADGEAR

LOGO HAT
FINAL SEASON

WASHED HEADDRESS HAT

Graphics: Embroidered logo on front & back
Features: Stretch headband 

  
ONE SIZE 2863631

FINAL SEASON

ORIGINAL HAT
FINAL SEASON

CHECKERED HAT

Graphics: Woven patch; “Since 1901” 
embroidered on back
Features: Adjustable leather strap 

  
ONE SIZE 2868695

FINAL SEASON

Graphics: Embroidered Indian Motorcycle® logo 
on front; printed logo on back
Features: Adjustable Velcro® closure 

  
ONE SIZE 2863629

QUALITY TRUCKER HAT

Graphics: Embroidered icon graphic on front; 
graphic patch on the side
Features: Adjustable strap with metal clasp 

  
ONE SIZE 2863628

TR
UC

KE
R

CIRCLE PATCH HAT

Graphics: High density 3D script logo print
Features: Flat skip style with checker print; 
adjustable plastic closure; mesh back 

  
ONE SIZE 2868959

Graphics: Embroidered logo on back
Features: Baker boy style in wool & polyester 
herringbone fabric; quilted interior; snap 
down peak; available in two sizes 

  
S/M 286896003
L/XL 286896006

BAKER BOY HAT

Graphics: Embroidered patch on front; 
embroidered “Since 1901” on back
Features: Adjustable plastic closure; mesh back 

  
ONE SIZE 2862313

NEW NEW

CIRCLE ICON TRUCKER HAT

TR
UC

KE
R Graphics: Embroidered logo

Features: Adjustable plastic closure; mesh back 

  
ONE SIZE 2868694

NEW

TR
UC

KE
R

NEW NEW
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BLACK LOGO HAT
Graphics: Embroidered Indian Motorcycle® 
logo on front; screen printed logo on back
Features: Adjustable Velcro® closure 

  
ONE SIZE 2863727 TR

UC
KE

R

FINAL SEASON

INDIAN® SCRIPT FLEX FIT HAT
FINAL SEASON

Graphics: 3D rubber logo on front; 
woven patch on back
Features: Flat skip style available in 
two sizes 

  
S/M 286869303
L/XL 286869306

HEADDRESS LOGO HAT
Graphics: Embroidered patch
Features: Adjustable plastic closure; 
flat skip style; mesh back 

  
ONE SIZE 2867609

Graphics: Embroidered logo patch
Features: Adjustable leather strap 

  
ONE SIZE 2864428

WAXED COTTON HAT

ESTABLISHED HAT

FIRST HAT
FINAL SEASON

Graphics: Embroidered headdress logo; 
tag on side
Features: Adjustable strap with metal clasp; 
mesh back 

  
ONE SIZE 2863726

Graphics: Embroidered logo on front & side
Features: Adjustable leather strap 

  
ONE SIZE 2864427

FINAL SEASON BIG SIZES

BIG SIZES

IMC FLEX FIT HAT
Graphics: Rubber logo on front; 
woven patch on back 
Features: Flat skip style available in 
two sizes 

  
S/M 286869203
L/XL 286869206

NEW
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HEAD WRAP 

All-day comfort and classic rider style. Enhances 
comfort when worn inside a helmet. There are 
Indian Motorcycle® logos on the front and back, 
and an adjustable tie closure at the back.

Graphics: Printed script logo on front; 
headdress logo on back
Features: Tie fasten 

  
ONE SIZE 2863844

MULTIFUNCTIONAL HEADWEAR 

Multifunctional stretchy headwrap with all 
over logo print. Wear it in your own style.

Graphics: Tiled logos
Features: Nine reference styles provided 

  
ONE SIZE 2865233

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
HEADGEAR

SCRIPT ICON SKULL WRAP 

All over script logo print in tonal black. 
Elastic and tie at rear for a close fit.

Graphics: Felted patch on front; all over tonal 
black script logo print; embroidered script 
logo at rear
Features: Tie fasten 

  
ONE SIZE 2867607

ICON HEAD WRAP 

Embroidered patch logo at front and 
embroidered stitching at rear. Tie fasten 
back for close fit.

Graphics: Woven patch on front; embroidered 
script logo at rear
Features: Tie fasten 

  
ONE SIZE 2867606

BE LEGENDARY™ HEADBAND 

Made of cotton with a discharge print. 
Elasticated rear band for close fit.

Graphics: Large distressed print
Features: Elastic band at rear for adjustability 

  
ONE SIZE 2867605

HEAD TIE 

This cotton head tie features large branding and 
an elasticized rear band for a comfortable fit. It 
also ties in the back.

BE LEGENDARY™ BANDANA 

Two way bandana print - fold in half for 
two different styles as you wish.  
23.6” (60cm) x 23.6” (60cm).

Graphics: Tiled script logo & large icon logo 

  
ONE SIZE 2867608

Graphics: Discharge logo print 
Features: Elastic band & tie fasten for adjustability 

  
ONE SIZE 2865234

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® BANDANA 

A soft, stylish bandana featuring a repeating 
pattern of branded graphics on a full-sized 
bandana that can be worn or used in many ways. 
23.6” (60cm) x 23.6” (60cm).

Graphics: Printed script & headdress logos 

  
ONE SIZE 2863846

COTTON LINEN SCARF
FINAL SEASON 

Unisex lightweight and comfortable scarf made 
of cotton and linen mix. Indian Motorcycle® red 
and cream colors with wrinkle finishing.  
Size: 78.7” (200cm) x 19.7” (50cm).

Graphics: Indian Motorcycle® script logo 

  
ONE SIZE 2864426

FINAL SEASON
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ICON FLEECE NECK WARMER 

Two debossed logos on sides, embroidered 
logos on front, made of polyester fleece shell 
fabric and jersey lining with elastic toggle.

Graphics: Embroidered logo, debossed graphics
Features: Toggle adjuster 

  
ONE SIZE 2863998

SKULL WRAP
FINAL SEASON 

This Skull Wrap provides extra comfort in all 
conditions when it’s worn inside a helmet. 
An elastic panel at the rear provides a 
comfortable fit for virtually every rider.

ICON FLEECE BEANIE 

Debossed icon logo at side, embroidered 
logos on front and back, made of polyester 
fleece shell fabric and jersey lining.

Graphics: Embroidered logo, debossed graphics 

  
ONE SIZE 2863997

Graphics: Printed script logo on front; 
headdress logo on back
Features: Elastic band at back 

  
ONE SIZE 2863845

FINAL SEASON
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WAXED COTTON BACKPACK 

This waxed cotton backpack is stylish and large enough 
to carry everything from a laptop to a rain suit and much 
more. This backpack features premium heavy-duty 
waxed cotton canvas with leather trim and adjustable 
shoulder straps. Additional features include; fleece-lined 
laptop pocket, magnet closing on pockets and durable 
brass zippers. Bag dimensions: 19” (48cm) high x 13.3” 
(34cm) wide x 6.5” (17cm) deep.” 

ONE SIZE 2868686

WAXED COTTON DUFFLE BAG 

This large duffle is durable and designed to carry 
a wide variety of gear. This bag features premium 
heavy-duty waxed cotton canvas with leather trim. 
The large main cargo space closes with a heavy-duty 
brass zipper. Bag dimensions: 12.5” (32cm) high x 20” 
(51cm) wide x 9.4” (24cm) deep. 
  
ONE SIZE 2868687

WAXED COTTON MESSENGER BAG 

This durable messenger bag is large enough to 
carry most laptops with 15” displays. This bag 
features premium heavy-duty waxed cotton canvas, 
and leather trim. Comes with an adjustable shoulder 
strap, and multiple interior pockets. Fleece-lined 
laptop compartment. Bag dimensions: 11.8” (30cm) 
high  x 15” (38.5cm) wide x 5.4” (14cm) deep. 
  
ONE SIZE 2868688

WAXED COTTON WASH BAG 

A classic wash bag takes on extra style with Indian 
Motorcycle® branding. This durable waxed cotton 
canvas bag features embossed leather Indian 
Motorcycle® branding and branded zipper pull. This 
bag is lined and roomy enough to carry toiletries or be 
used to carry other small items. Bag dimensions: 7.5” 
(19cm) high x 16” (40cm) wide x 6” (15cm) deep. 
  

ONE SIZE 2868690

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
BAGS & LUGGAGE

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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WOMEN’S CROSS BODY BAG 
FINAL SEASON 

Here’s a stylish and convenient way for women riders to 
carry small items such as their phone, keys, glasses, and 
more. This premium leather bag has an embossed Indian 
Motorcycle® logo on the flap and branded fabric lining. 
The flap closes securely with snap button, and the shoulder 
strap is adjustable and removable. This bag comes with a 
soft brushed-cotton drawstring bag, perfect for gift giving. 
Bag dimensions: 8.6” (22cm) wide x 7” (18cm) high x 3.1” 
(8cm) deep. 
  

ONE SIZE 2863911

WAXED COTTON TOTE 

This waxed cotton women’s tote is a stylish and 
durable option made of a premium heavy-duty 
waxed cotton canvas with leather trim and adjustable 
shoulder straps. Additional features include; internal 
zip pocket, magnetic closing on pockets and flap, 
protective zip on main compartment using a durable 
brass zipper. Bag dimensions: 14” (36cm) high x  
18” (4cm) wide x 6” (15cm) deep. 
  
ONE SIZE 2868689

FINAL SEASON

NEW
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BIKER CHAIN WALLET
FINAL SEASON 

An Indian Motorcycle® rider will enjoy 
greater peace of mind with this Biker Chain 
Wallet. It has a strong metal chain that clips 
onto a belt loop to ensure the wallet is not 
dropped or misplaced. Features branded 
lining and embossed logo. 4.3” (11cm) high 
x 3.7” (9.5cm) wide. 

ONE SIZE 2863857

SMALL
LEATHER GOODS

WOMEN’S QUILTED PURSE 

This women’s purse features soft black 
leather, quilted panels, branded lining and 
multiple compartments. 3.9” (10cm) high x  
7.7” (19.5cm) wide.

ONE SIZE 2868946

NEW

BIKER CHAIN WALLET, BLACK  

This wallet features high quality leather, 
embossed brand logo, branded lining, 
multiple compartments and a heavy metal 
chain. 3.7” (9.4cm) high x 7” (17.8cm) wide. 

ONE SIZE 2867599

BI-FOLD WALLET, BLACK 

This wallet features high quality leather, 
embossed brand logo and branded lining. 
3.7” (9.5cm) high x 4.3” (11cm) wide.

ONE SIZE 2867600

FINAL SEASON
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NOTEBOOK REFILL, 2PK
FINAL SEASON 

These notebook refills can be used 
in the Leather Notebook or on their 
own. They feature premium-quality 
paper with an Indian Motorcycle® logo 
watermark. 7.5” (19cm) high x 5.2” 
(13.2cm) wide.

ONE SIZE 2863914 

LEATHER NOTEBOOK
FINAL SEASON 

The premium leather cover of this 
notebook has embossed branding on 
the front and back, a snap button closure, 
and cotton lining. Inside is a notebook 
of 50 sheets of branded paper, and 
the notebook comes in a gift box. 8.3” 
(21cm) high x 5.9” (15cm) wide.

ONE SIZE 2863913

LEATHER FOB KEY CARRIER 

Real leather pouch to carry your bike 
key FOB in style. Embossed lock and 
unlock detailing at the back so you 
don’t have to remove the key to use. 
Magnetic snap fastener included. (Key 
FOB not included.) 5.5cm x 5.5cm  

ONE SIZE 2867558

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON
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INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
MAN CAVE, GARAGE & OUTDOOR
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GLASS BEER MUG 

Textured beer glass with Indian 
Motorcycle® logo decal. Dishwasher 
safe. 21oz. (610ml). 3.4” (8.7cm) wide 
x 6.3” (16cm) tall.

21 OZ 2867604 

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® SLAP KOOZIE 

Keep your beverage cool and 
your hands warm with the Indian 
Motorcycle® slap koozie. 9” (23cm) 
wide x 3.1” (8cm) tall.

ONE SIZE 2863959

LOGO BARREL MUG 

Barrel shaped mug with a matte black 
finish. Microwave & dishwasher safe. 
18.6oz. (530ml). 5.2” (13.3cm) wide x 
4.3” (11cm) tall. 

18.6 OZ 2867602

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® EMBOSSED MUG 

Embossed Indian Motorcycle® logo. 
Microwave & dishwasher safe. 17.6oz. (500ml). 
3.5” (9cm) wide x 4.1” (10.4cm) tall. 

17.6 OZ 2867601

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® BADGE LOGO 
BOTTLE OPENER 

Pop tops in style with this premium metal 
Bottle Opener. It features a stylish design, 
efficient bottle opener, and red and silver 
Indian Motorcycle® logo. 2.4” (6cm) wide 
x 3.3” (8.5cm) tall. 

ONE SIZE 2863852

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® PINT GLASS 

Embossed tall pint glass. Dishwasher safe. 
17.6oz. (500ml). Base: 2.7” (6.8cm) wide 
 Top: 3.1” (7.9cm) wide x 9.6” (24.5cm) tall. 

17.6 OZ 2867603

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® SCOUT® MUG
FINAL SEASON 

Dishwasher safe. Contrast rim color with 
Indian Scout® logo. Hard wearing travel 
accessory for road trips or the kitchen. 
5.5” (14cm) wide x 3.5” (9cm) tall.

17 OZ 2863947

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
MAN CAVE, GARAGE & OUTDOOR

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® SHOT GLASS 

Set of 4 unique 2oz shot glasses. Dishwasher 
safe. Perfect for evening party with friends. 
Comes with stylish cylinder tin packaging. 
Great idea for a gift!

4 PACK 2863915
 

COASTERS
FINAL SEASON 

Enjoy your beverage while protecting your 
table or bar with Indian Motorcycle® metal tin 
coasters. Set includes six different tin coasters 
with cork bottoms. Size: 9cm diameter.

SET OF 6 2864418 

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON
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ICON BARREL SIGN
FINAL SEASON 

This oversized barrel sign is made of 100% pine 
wood and will be an iconic piece in your bar. 
Diameter: 23.6” (60cm). 

23.6” DIA. 2863990

84

NEW

NEW

NEW

FINAL SEASON

CIRCLE BOMBER GIRL METAL SIGN 

Vintage inspired, this is an iconic sign 
with the retro styled pin-up girl. 12” 
(30.5cm) diameter.

12” DIA. 2868947

WOODEN CHALK SIGN 

Own a piece of history with this Indian 
Motorcycle® marketing sketch wooden sign 
with chalk print effect. Made of pine wood. 
15.7” (40cm) wide x 10.8” (27.5cm) tall.

15.7” x 10.8” 2868948

RACER SIGN 

Add this beautiful Racer Sign to your 
metal sign collection. Features Indian 
Motorcycle® Flat Track Racing. 13.4” 
(34.1cm) wide x 13.4” (34.1cm) tall.

13.4” x 13.4” 2868949

FINAL SEASON

AMERICAN ICON CORRUGATED SIGN
FINAL SEASON 

This oversized corrugated metal sign will be an 
iconic piece in your collection. UV & rust resistant. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor. Size: 33” (83cm) 
wide x 28” (70cm) tall.

33” x 28” 2863976

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
MAN CAVE, GARAGE 
& OUTDOOR
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1920 DAYTONA RACER SIGN 

This 1920 Daytona Racer metal sign will 
definitely arise your good old memories 
with its white rubber tires. 11.8” (30cm) 
wide x 15.7” (40cm) tall.

11.8” x 15.7” 2864424

SCOUT® MOTORCYCLE SIGN
FINAL SEASON 

Add this beautiful sign to your metal 
sign collection. Features the Indian 
Scout® in vintage graphics. 11.8” 
(30cm) wide x 15.7” (40cm) tall.

11.8” x 15.7” 2863975

MOTORCYCLE OIL SIGN
FINAL SEASON  

Add this beautiful Motorcycle Oil Sign to 
your metal sign collection. Features the 
Indian Motorcycle® oil can design.  
11.8” (30cm) wide x 15.7” (40cm) tall.

11.8” x 15.7” 2863974

GENUINE PARTS & ACCESSORIES SIGN 

Add this Genuine Parts & Accessories 
metal sign featuring the embossed 
headdress logo into your collection.  
15.7” (40cm) wide x 11.8” (30cm) tall.

15.7” x 11.8” 2864421

FIRST MOTORCYCLE SIGN 

Vintage inspired, this is an iconic sign 
with embossed effect on the logo. 
15.7” (40cm) wide x 11.8” (30cm) tall.

15.7” x 11.8” 2864420

SCOUT® 45 SIGN  

Go back to history with this Indian® 
Scout® 45 metal sign–The Police 
Special. “Motorcycling is the quickest 
transportation on the earth.” 15.7” 
(40cm) wide x 11.8” (30cm) tall.

15.7” x 11.8” 2864422

1914 ENGINE SIGN 

Fancy the sophisticated industrial 
drawings derived from the past? 
This 1914 Engine Sign features the 
embossed effect on the engine.  
11.8” (30cm) wide x 15.7” (40cm) tall.

11.8” x 15.7” 2864423

ANTIQUE SIGN 

Own a piece of historical Indian 
Motorcycle® marketing drawing with 
this Antique metal sign. 15.7” (40cm) 
wide x 11.8” (30cm) tall.

15.7” x 11.8” 2864425

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON
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LOGO BIKE MAT 

This heavy-duty garage mat provides a clean, stylish 
surface on which motorcycles can be parked or a rider 
can kneel while doing maintenance, and a protective 
surface parts can be placed on during cleaning and 
maintenance. Mat is 103.9” (264cm) x 52.4” (133cm). 

103.9” x 52.4” 2863879

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
MAN CAVE, GARAGE 
& OUTDOOR

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

CUSHION ORIGINAL
FINAL SEASON 

Made of 100% cotton canvas, this is a 
removable cushion cover with YKK® zipper 
closure. Cushion filling made of 100% high 
quality duck feather which provides maximum 
comfort on your couch. Both are machine 
washable. Size: 19.7” (50cm) x 19.7” (50cm). 

19.7” x 19.7” 2863988

SPEEDOMETER WALL CLOCK
FINAL SEASON 

Design inspiration derived from the 
speedometer of Indian Motorcycles®. This matte 
black framed wall clock features speedometer 
graphics which deliver precise and accurate 
time. Diameter: 12” (30.4cm). Depth: 2.4” (6cm). 

12” DIA. 2863992

HOME RUG 

Featuring the icon and headdress logos, this home 
rug will complete the total look of your man cave. 
Size: 76.8” (195cm) x 116.2” (295cm).

76.8” x 116.2” 2864417

WOOL THROW 

This high quality, hardy and timeless woollen 
throw with iconic headdress logo will 
provide you with the comfort and warmth 
you need. Machine washable. Made in USA. 
Size: 80” (203cm) x 50” (127cm). 

80” x 50” 2864414
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CAR AIR FRESHENER 

Give the air a fragrant hint of Green 
Apple with this 3” (7.5cm) wide air 
freshener. Sold in packs of three air 
fresheners. Scent lasts 2-4 weeks.

3 PACK 2863921

STATIC CLING DECAL
FINAL SEASON 

Show off your Indian Motorcycle® spirit 
with the headdress & script logos on 
your vehicle window. 5.9” (15cm) wide 
x 7.9” (20cm) tall.

5.9” x 7.9” 2863954

SCRIPT HAIR ELASTICS
FINAL SEASON 

Tie your hair before you ride with this 100% 
leather Script Hair Elastic. 2.4” (6cm) wide. 

2.4” WIDE 
BLACK 2863979
BROWN  2863957

LEATHER BUCKLE CUFF
FINAL SEASON 

A must have item for your rider style. 
Chunky and quality leather cuff with 
adjustable leather straps. 2.8” (7cm) tall 
x 7-10.6” (18-27cm) circumference. 

ADJUSTABLE SIZE 2863945

LEATHER SNAP CUFF
FINAL SEASON 

Unisex fit, snap cuff featuring embossed 
logo. Adjustable wrist circumference with 
snap buttons. 1.8” (4.5cm) tall x 7-9”  
(18-23cm) circumference. 

ADJUSTABLE SIZE 2863944

BROWN ICON HAIR ELASTIC
FINAL SEASON 

Tie your hair before you ride with this 
100% leather Brown Icon Hair Elastic. 
2.4” (6cm) wide. 

2.4” WIDE 2863980

INDIAN SPORT SCOUT® 1:12 SCALE 

Display the Indian Sport Scout® as a great 
conversation starter or reminder of the 
early days. Perfect for your desk or mantle. 

1:12 SCALE 2863683

DOUBLE SIDE STATIC 
CLING DECAL
FINAL SEASON 

This new double side static cling decal 
allows you to show off your preferred 
brand both inside and outside your vehicle. 
5.9”(15cm) wide x 7.9”(20cm) tall.

5.9” x 7.9” 2863977

FINAL SEASON FINAL SEASON

SCRIPT DECAL WHITE
FINAL SEASON 

You can decorate the rear window of your 
vehicle with this Indian Motorcycle® decal. 
2 decals per pack. 5.5” (14cm) wide x  
2” (5cm) tall.

5.5” x 2” 2863955

FINAL SEASON FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASONFINAL SEASONFINAL SEASON

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
GIFTS & COLLECTIBLES
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EMBLEM BELT BUCKLE 

This high-quality metal buckle features 
the Indian Motorcycle® emblem logo and 
is ready to use on any leather belt (not 
included). Buckle is 4” wide (10.2cm). 

4” WIDE 2862296

MEN’S ESTABLISHED BUCKLE
FINAL SEASON 

Premium antique silver finish with a raised 
logo and “Established 1901” on the front. 
Ready for use with any leather belt (not 
included). Buckle width is 3.93” (10cm). 

3.93” WIDE 2863823

MEN’S CIRCLE BUCKLE  

This premium brass Circle Buckle features a 
multi-colored, enamel Indian Motorcycle® logo, 
and is ready for use with any leather belt (not 
included). Buckle diameter is 3.3” (8.5cm). 

3.3” WIDE 2863822

KEY FOB, METAL 

This handsome 100% metal alloy headdress 
logo key fob has a bottle opener and key ring. 
3.1” (8cm) wide. 

3.1” WIDE 2863336

SCRIPT LEATHER KEY RING 

Keep your keys safe with this modern key 
ring with script logo embossed on both 
sides. 1.2” (3cm) wide x 4.7” (12cm) tall.

1.2” x 4.7” 2863926 

IMC BELT STRAP FOR BUCKLE
FINAL SEASON 

This handsome brown full-grain leather belt 
has an embossed Indian Motorcycle® logo 
across the back and branded buckle snaps. 

S-2XL 2863971

IMC LEATHER TEXTILE BELT
FINAL SEASON 

This leather textile belt is perfect for daily outings. 
Match with Indian Motorcycle® casualwear.  

S-2XL 2863972

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

BALLPOINT PEN - BLACK
FINAL SEASON 

High quality ballpoint pen with design details 
driven from the features of an Indian Motorcycle® 
engine. Comes with one black genuine Parker 
brand ink refill. Size: 5.5” (14cm).

5.5” 2863995 

CASUALWEAR HANGER (NOT PICTURED)

Order in multiples of 10. 

ONE 2863397

INDIAN® PARTS BAG (NOT PICTURED) 

Medium: 15.5” (40cm) w x 17.5” (45cm) h 
Large: 27.5” (70cm) w x 19.5” (50cm) h 
Order in multiples of 10.

MEDIUM 2863991 
LARGE 2863994

ICON LEATHER KEY RING 

Quality key ring featuring the embossed 
icon logo on both sides. Made with a 
special leather work technique.  
2.2” (5.5cm) wide x 3.5” (9cm) tall.

2.2” x 3.5” 2863965

HEADDRESS RUBBER KEY RING 

Iconic headdress rubber key ring. Made 
with specialized machinery for defined cut 
out details on logo. 1.2” (3cm) wide x  
4.7” (12cm) tall.

1.2” x 4.7” 2863982 
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COLORED HEADDRESS PATCH 

4.5” WIDE 2863864

CIRCLE ICON PATCH 

3.1” WIDE 2863862

CHIEFTAIN DARK HORSE® PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867617

SCOUT® SIXTY PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867610

CHIEF DARK HORSE® PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867611

CHIEF® CLASSIC PATCH
FINAL SEASON 
 

4.5” WIDE 2867612 

CHIEF® VINTAGE PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867613

CHIEFTAIN® PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867614

INDIAN SPRINGFIELD® PATCH
FINAL SEASON

4.5” WIDE 2867616 

LOGO PATCH 

4.3” WIDE 2863861

ROADMASTER® PATCH
FINAL SEASON 

4.5” WIDE 2867615

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE®
PATCHES, STICKERS & PINS

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® 
SCOUT® PATCH, BLACK
4.5” WIDE 2863928

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASON

FINAL SEASONFINAL SEASON
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INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® 
STICKER SET 

Add branding to items such as a car 
window, notebook, desktop, refrigerator 
and nearly any other surface. Not 
suitable for motorcycle bodywork.  
13.25” (34cm) high x 8.5” (22cm) wide. 

13.25” x 8.5” 2863865

GRAPHIC STICKER SET
FINAL SEASON 

Brand everything from tool chests to 
laptops to car windows with graphics 
from your favorite motorcycle brand. Not 
suitable for motorcycle bodywork.  
13.25” (34cm) high x 8.5” (22cm) wide.

13.25” x 8.5” 2863917

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® 
CIRCLE ICON PIN BADGE 

1” WIDE 2863674

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® PINS SHOWBOARD
FINAL SEASON 

Showcase the full Indian Motorcycle® pin line 
in your dealership. Display comes with all 4 
pin styles, 69 total pins. 12.6” (32cm) high x 
8.7” (22cm) wide. (For dealer use only.) 

12.6” x 8.7” 2863677

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® BROWN 
HEADDRESS PIN BADGE 

1.6” WIDE 
BROWN 2863676
COLORED 2863675

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® 
LOGO PIN BADGE 

1.2” WIDE 2863673

FINAL SEASON

RETRO OPEN FACE HELMET, 
MATTE BLACK
PAGE 29

FINAL SEASON
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When you are enjoying your new Indian® motorcycle, 
always wear an homologated helmet, protective 
eyewear and clothing and insist that your passenger 
does the same. Ride within the limits of the law 
and your own abilities. Read and understand your 
owner’s manual. Never ride under the influence 
of drugs or alcohol. Indian Motorcycle® strongly 
recommends that all riders take a motorcycle safety 
rider course based in your market. For the name of 
your nearest Indian Motorcycle® dealership visit our 
website at www.indianmotorcycle.com. All riders 
are professionals and on a closed course. To the 
best knowledge of Polaris Sales Europe Sarl, the 
specifications, descriptions and illustrative material 
contained herein are accurate as of the date this 
catalogue was approved for printing. Polaris Sales 
Europe Sarl reserves the right, without prior notice, 
to discontinue at any time at its discretion any of the 
items herein or change specifications or designs 
without incurring any obligation to the customer. 
All items are subject to availability. Some items are 
not available in all countries. Please ask your dealer 
about availability. Location photography by Todd 
Williams Photography. Studio Photography by SAGA 
Marketing. Catalog design by SAGA Marketing.

Indian Motorcycle® is a division of Polaris Industries Inc. 
Unless noted, trademarks are the property of Polaris 
Industries Inc. 3M® is a registered trademark of 3M 
Corporation. Cordura® is a registered trademark of 
Invista North America S.A.R.L. Corp Luxemboug. Velcro® 
is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries B.V. Ltd 
Co. Netherlands. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark 
of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. YKK® is a registered trademark of 
YKK Corporation. Red Wing® and Red Wing Shoes® are 
registered trademarks of Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc. 
King Baby® is a registered trademark of MB57 Holdings, 
Inc. Jack Daniel’s® is a registered trademark of Jack Daniel’s. 
Vibram® is a registered trademark of Vibram S.P.A. Rokker® 
Jeans is a registered trademark of The Rokker Company.


